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Abstract

Four new parton distributions of the photon are presented, with a description of theory choices, properties and applications.
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1 Introduction
This is a brief presentation of ref. 1. Related references may be found on the nonperturbative constraints on the photon structure function[2], on photoproduction[3] and
on physics[4].
There is already available many parton distribution function sets of the photon[5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11], so why produce more ones? A few reasons:
 The choice of theoretical ansatz is ambiguous, so there is more room to play than
e.g. for the proton.
 The data are very incomplete and uncertain, so there is a need for contrasting
parametrizations.
 Compared with previous studies, we put more emphasis on the subdivision of the
distributions into several components of di erent physical nature. This is required
for a detailed modelling of p and hadronic nal states, and for a sophisticated
eikonalization approach to the relation between jet and total cross sections.
 Our ansatz allows a closed-form extension to the parton distributions of a (moderately) virtual photon.

2 Physics Assumptions and Fits
Photons obey a set of inhomogeneous evolution equations, where the inhomogeneous term
is induced by ! qq branchings. The solution can be written as the sum of two terms,

fa (x; Q2) = fa ;NP (x; Q2; Q20) + fa ;PT (x; Q2; Q20) ;

(1)

where the former term is a solution to the homogeneous evolution with a (nonperturbative) input at Q = Q0 and the latter is a solution to the full inhomogeneous
equation with boundary condition fa ;PT (x; Q20; Q20)  0. One possible physics interpretation is to let fa ;NP correspond to $ V uctuations, where V = 0; !; ; : : : is a set of
vector mesons, and let fa ;PT correspond to perturbative (\anomalous") $ qq uctuations. The discrete spectum of vector mesons can be combined with the continuous (in
virtuality k2) spectrum of qq uctuations, to give
fa (x; Q2) = 4f 2em fa ;V (x; Q2)
V
V
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2eq 2 k2 fa ;qq(x; Q2; k2) ;
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Q0
q
where each component f ;V and f ;qq obeys a unit momentum sum rule.
Beyond this fairly general ansatz, a number of choices has to be made, as described
in the following.
What is Q0? A low scale, Q0  0:6 GeV, is favoured if the V states above are to
be associated with the lowest-lying resonances only. Then one expects Q0  m=2{m .
Furthermore, with this Q0 one obtains a reasonable description of the total p cross
section, and continuity e.g. in the primordial k? spectrum. Against this choice speaks
worries that perturbation theory may not be valid at such low Q, or at least that highertwist terms appear in addition to the standard ones. Alternatively one could therefore
pick a larger value, Q0  2 GeV, where these worries are absent. One then needs to
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include also higher resonances in the vector-meson sector, which adds some arbitrariness,
and one can no longer compare with low-Q data. We have chosen to prepare sets for both
these (extreme) alternatives.
How handle the direct contribution? Unlike the p, the has a direct component where
the photon acts as an unresolved probe. In the de nition of F2 this adds a component
C , symbolically
(3)
F2 (x; Q2) = e2q fq + fq Cq + fg Cg + C :

i
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Since C  0 in leading order, and since we stay with leading-order ts, it is permissible
to neglect this complication. Numerically, however, it makes a non-negligible di erence.
We therefore make two kinds of ts, one DIS type with C = 0 and one MS type including
the universal part of C [9].
How deal with heavy avours, i.e. mainly charm? When jet production is studied
for real incoming photons, the standard evolution approach is reasonable, but with a
lower cut-o Q0  mc for ! cc. Moving to deep inelastic scattering, e ! eX , there
is an extra kinematical constraint: W 2 = Q2(1 x)=x > 4m2c. It is here better to
use the \Bethe-Heitler" cross section for   ! cc. Therefore two kinds of output is
provided. The parton distributions are calculated as the sum of a vector-meson part and
an anomalous part including all ve avours, while F2 is calculated separately from the
sum of the same vector-meson part, an anomalous part and possibly a C part now only
covering the three light avours, and a Bethe-Heitler part for c and b.
Should 0 and ! be added coherently or incoherently? In a coherent mixture, uu :
dd = 4 : 1 at Q0, while the incoherent mixture gives 1 : 1. We argue for coherence at
the short distances probed by parton distributions. This contrasts with long-distance
processes, such as e ! eV .
What is QCD ? The data are not good enough to allow a precise determination.
Therefore we use a xed value (4) = 200 MeV, in agreement with conventional results
for proton distributions.
In total, four distributions are presented[1], based on ts to available data:
 SaS 1D, with Q0 = 0:6 GeV and in the DIS scheme.
 SaS 1M, with Q0 = 0:6 GeV and in the MS scheme.
 SaS 2D, with Q0 = 2 GeV and in the DIS scheme.
 SaS 2M, with Q0 = 2 GeV and in the MS scheme.
Fig. 1 compares these distributions at one Q2 value.
The code for the parametrizations is freely available, e.g. on the web:
http://thep.lu.se/tf2/staff/torbjorn/lsasgam

The parametrizations above can be used also for photons with a virtuality P 2 6= 0.
This is done by introducing dipole factors m4V =(m2V + P 2)2 for the VMD components,
by changing the lower cut-o of the anomalous integral from Q20 to max(Q20; P 2), and by
using the proper o -shell expressions for Bethe-Heitler cross sections etc.

3 Summary
Above are presented four new sets of parton distributions and structure functions of the
photon[1]. Owing to the subdivision of the distributions into di erent physics components,
it is now possible to construct detailed models of p and events. These models are
presented elsewhere[3, 4], with further work in progress.
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Figure 1: Subdivision of the full F2 parametrization by component, compared with data
at Q2  5:2 GeV2. The total F2 (except for an overall factor em) is shown by the full
curve. The lowest dashed curve gives the VMD contribution, and the next lowest the sum
of VMD and anomalous ones. The third dashed curve, which coincides with the full curve
for the DIS ts, gives the sum of VMD, anomalous and Bethe{Heitler terms. For the MS
ts, the full curve additionally contains the contribution of the C term. Note that this
last term is negative at large x.
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